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HDL marine automation solutions are designed to 

effortlessly control a yachts lighting, blinds, audio, 

security, air conditioning, and a host of other 

features via a smart device or wall mounted HDL 

panel. 

Scenes can also be created and activated with 

ease. This enables any yacht to be turned into a 

private theatre, tranquil restaurant, cosy bar, or 

even an elite nightclub with the simple press of a 

button.

PIONEERING�MARINE�AUTOMATION



Before you even step aboard your vessel, you can 

remotely activate any of the ships systems. From heating 

and cooling, to background music, HDL ensures that your 

environment matches your exact requirements. 

If you are underway, or half a world away from your yacht, you 

can customise every aspect of your vessel by sending a sms 

‘start’ command. This automatically activates your pre-set 

automation solutions, causing curtains to open, music to be 

played, and lighting activated. 

HDL puts your yacht in your hands, via simple and convenient 

control. 



 LOUNGE

Function is the essence of beauty. 

Turn your yacht into a multiplatform arena complete with 
meeting rooms, cinemas, restaurants, and night clubs by 
simply activating one of the customisable scene modes. 

In scene mode the lights, music, curtains, AC, projectors, 
televisions and every other ship board appliance is 
automatically adjusted to ensure that the optimum 
atmosphere is created.

CONTROL METHODS: 

Panel Smart 
phone

Pad



DINING ROOM

Your meal is about to be served, you take out your 
phone, and with a single touch activate the ‘dinner’ mode. 
Immediately soft tranquil music fills the cabin, and the 
curtains raise to reveal a stunning sunset just off your 
port bow. 

The air conditioner engages at your desired dining 
temperature, and the soft pop of a cork can be heard 
from the galley. As the wine is poured, you sit back and 
relax. 

CONTROL METHODS: 

Panel Smart 
Phone

Pad



BEDROOM

CONTROL METHODS: 

Panel Smart 
Phone

Pad

When it’s time to sleep you shouldn’t have to worry about what devices are active, and with 
marine automation you don’t have to. When you want to sleep simply touch the ‘sleep’ scene, 
the security solutions will be turned on, and all non-essential systems will be deactivated. 

Like all scenes the sleep scene can be customised to your exact requirements.  

In the morning you can slowly be awakened by your bedroom lighting gradually growing 
brighter, the curtains opening, and your favourite song being played. 

A glance at your phone would instantly show what systems are active, leaving you  ready to 
start a new day. 



Camera

 SECURITY

camera 02

camera 03

camera 04

MONITORING
METHODS :

camera 01

Smart Phone Pad

Safety for you and your loved ones is essential whether 
you are on land, or at sea. Real time video monitoring, 
and a range of PIR, window, smoke, air quality 
ultrasound, and Doppler sensors safeguard your vessel 
against all threats.

From anywhere in the world your security solutions can 
be monitored via your iOS or Android device, giving you 
complete peace of mind and security. 



Notes
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